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Nosing into a metal sandwich of bikes, cars and motor cycles that is
Beijing (formerly Peking), a crew of 15 and their collection of
veteran cars set out on a 14,000 kilometre journey – more than a
third of the way around the globe – through China, Mongolia, the
Gobi Desert, Siberia, Russia and Europe.
So begins the most extraordinary and dramatic four part series
re-creating one of the world’s greatest overland adventures, the
daring and magnificent Peking to Paris Car Race of 1907.
With drivers in period costume, the original cars follow the
original route – and this time we’re invited along for the ride to
see the first successful re-enactment of this race of the century.
Peking to Paris captures the spontaneous drama, unscripted
moments, the sheer hard work, the spectacular scenery, the
entertainment, the mechanical failures and the personal breakdowns
of this challenge to test man and machine.
And with a wealth of archival material, it also paints a vivid
picture of the original contestants and the tumultuous events of the
times. Travelling through China in the wake of the Boxer Rebellion,
Russia as it slid towards its own revolution and Europe during the
golden era, this band of adventurers included an Italian Prince, a
French con man and a war correspondent.
Peking to Paris reignites the age of Jules Verne and the great
explorers – a time when anything was possible and any adventure
within reach. This is factual entertainment at its best.

